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 Abstract: For satellite networks, it is well known that the requirement to dynamically negotiate channel 
capacity, both at the beginning and on resuming a connection, constitutes the main performance bottleneck 
for web transactions. This is due to addition of an access delay component that dominates the total 
transaction time. To solve this problem, several methods have been proposed such as multiple access 
control protocols that use a combination of Random Access and Demand Assigned Multiple Access 
techniques. While these methods can significantly reduce startup delay, packet reordering is an important 
problem that remains to be properly addressed. A new technique called Split RA-DAMA protocol is hereby 
proposed, which utilizes RA and DAMA channels to improve TCP responsiveness without causing packet 
reordering.  
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1. Introduction 
For satellite networks, the requirement to dynamically negotiate channel capacity, both at the 
beginning and on resuming a connection, constitutes the main performance bottleneck for web 
transactions [1][2]. This is due to addition of an access delay component that dominates the total 
transaction time. To solve this problem, new methods have been proposed based on a multiple access 
control (MAC) protocol that uses a combination of Random Access (RA) and Demand Assigned 
Multiple Access (DAMA) channels [3][4].  
Dynamic switching of traffic flows between parallel MAC channels (with different characteristics) 
potentially creates new transport challenges due to random packet losses, delay variation and packet 
reordering. From previous works [4][5], packet reordering has been recognized as the most important 
problem that remains to be properly addressed when integrating RA and DAMA. A new Split RA-
DAMA protocol is hereby proposed which utilizes RA and DAMA channels to improve TCP 
responsiveness without causing packet reordering.  
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Splitting traffic at the granularity of packets quickly and accurately assigns the desired traffic share 
to each path, but can reorder packets within a TCP flow [6]. Splitting traffic at the granularity of a flow 
avoids packet reordering, but this approach is relatively static since once a flow is assigned to one 
channel it cannot take advantage of the other channel if it dynamically becomes available e.g. due to 
faster service rate. 
The basic idea of Split RA-DAMA involves duplicating data packets received from higher layers 
and splitting the packet copies for transmission on both RA and DAMA transmission channels. A brief 
description of the protocol follows below: 
 Packets sent to the RA scheduler are immediately forwarded for transmission via available RA 
channel timeslots. These packets are subject to low RA channel rate and possible transmission 
losses.  
 Packets sent to the DAMA scheduler are delayed in a buffer until dedicated DAMA timeslots 
are allocated based on any combination of four CR methods i.e. Volume Based Dynamic 
Capacity (VBDC), Absolute Volume Based Dynamic Capacity (AVBDC), Rate Based 
Dynamic Capacity (RBDC) and Constant Rate Allocation (CRA). 
The first packet to arrive at the receiver is forwarded to the application while the later packet is 
discarded. Hence this technique benefits from the RA channel for fast application startup (e.g. before a 
continuous DAMA allocation has been achieved) and as top-up capacity in case data packets exceed 
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Fig. 1.1 Schematic of Split RA-DAMA Protocol Operation 
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2. Experimental Section  
This section analyses performance of proposed protocol for two abnormal scenarios that occur due 
to presence of DAMA access delay. 
A. Spurious SYN RTO due to DAMA Access Delay 
RFC 6298 [7] specifies that until an RTT measurement has been made for a segment sent between 
the sender and receiver, the sender should set initial RTO to be 1 second. For satellite connections with 
DAMA access delay, there is very high risk of always starting a new connection in congestion 
avoidance due to client and/or server RTO. In this case, reduction of initial RTO from 3s to 1s could be 
considered to be harmful for DAMA based satellite networks 
 Proposed Split RA-DAMA protocol prevents RTO by performing automatic SYN duplication and 
transmission on always-on RA channel before DAMA allocations are received. This is also achieved 
without changing TCP. Additionally, other vulnerable packets such as first data packet in a connection 
or last data packet in a congestion window also benefit from automatic duplication. 
The graphs of Figure 2.1 and 2.2 show examples of file upload and download on the RA channel 
where spurious client SYN retransmission occurs with a DAMA system. This causes the whole 
DAMA upload to be performed in congestion avoidance. However with Split RA-DAMA, the transfers 
start faster and reduce the upload and download latencies by 4 and 2 seconds respectively. 
 
  Fig. 2.1. Impact of Split RA-DAMA when spurious retransmission of client SYN occurs due to RTT greater than 1-
second initial RTO (Upload case) 
 




  Fig. 2.2. Impact of Split RA-DAMA when spurious retransmission of client SYN occurs due to RTT greater than 1-
second initial RTO (Download case) 
 
B. Overestimation of Path RTT due to DAMA Access Delay 
Due to high satellite RTT and access delay problem, it may be considered safer to use a higher 
initial RTO value. This will serve to reduce cases of spurious SYN retransmissions. However even 
setting the initial RTO at a conservatively high value (e.g. 3s) can result in harmful consequences for 
DAMA based satellite networks.  
Figure 2.3 shows high DAMA latency when a data download is performed with initial RTO of 3 
seconds where early loss of data packet occurs after the 3WHS. This is because in case of early packet 
loss, the estimation of RTT is very high (in proportion to the DAMA access delay experienced). Hence 
the TCP connection is stalled for a few seconds. Split RA-DAMA protocol completes the download in 
only 7 seconds compared to 30 seconds with DAMA. 




  Fig. 2.3. Impact of Split RA-DAMA when data packet is lost and path RTT is overestimated due to setting initial RTO to 
3 seconds 
 3. Results and Discussion 
The problem of packet reordering is solved with Split RA-DAMA technique because the data 
packets are always transmitted in the order received, either on the RA or DAMA channel. However 
this method can also cause duplicate ACKs to be received above the SuPACKThreshold that signals 
packet loss.  
For example, consider a file upload on the RA channel. When the first window of packets arrives 
from the TCP sender (e.g. 3 segments), these are initially delayed on DAMA queue before 
transmission slots are allocated. But the duplicate packets are instantly transmitted on the RA channel 
and acknowledged by the TCP receiver. So it is possible that the original packet copies transmitted 
later on the DAMA channel can cause 3 duplicate ACKs to be generated. Even worse, if early 
retransmit algorithm becomes a TCP standard, then the number of duplicate ACKs required to trigger 
retransmissions is further reduced. 
The duplicate ACKs problem caused by Split RA-DAMA protocol is not intractable as there are a 
number of methods that can be used to suppress packet duplicates. Two methods are discussed. 
A. Satellite Performance Enhancing Proxies 
Performance enhancing proxies (PEPs) are used in most satellite systems to boost performance, and 
can have significant impact on application of designed methods. For example, Snoop [8] improves 
TCP performance in mobile networks by modifying the network-layer software at a base station while 
preserving end-to-end TCP semantics. It monitors every packet that passes through the base station in 
either direction and performs network layer retransmissions and duplicate ACK suppression.  
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However a PEP that splits the transport relies on deep packet inspection (DPI), and other 
application-specific policies. This device is not neutral to the type of traffic and results in ossification – 
that is, it needs to be updated to support each new transport feature and each new application. Also, as 
network security becomes increasingly important, end-to-end traffic is likely to be encrypted and 
become inaccessible to intermediate nodes.  
B. Dynamic RA Buffer 
A simulation study of Split RA-DAMA revealed that the effect of duplicate ACKs is directly related 
to number of packets in flight before DAMA transmissions begin. Figure 3.1 shows four different RA 
transmission speeds for a scenario where the DAMA access delay is low (0.5 seconds). In this 
situation, only a low rate of RA transmissions (4-8kbps) is required to initiate the data transfer before 
continuous DAMA allocations are received (top graphs). The bottom graphs show that using a high 
RA rate (32-64kbps) is counter-productive when the DAMA access delay is low as this creates severe 
case of duplicate ACKs that seriously affect data transfer speed due to multiple congestion responses.  
 
 
Fig. 3.1. Split RA-DAMA showing negative transport effect of duplicates  
 
Figure 3.2 below shows a case where the DAMA access delay is high (2.5 seconds) and RA rate is 
too low (4-8kbps). These results show that it is important to control the maximum RA rate based on a 
DAMA delay estimation mechanism. Alternately the size of the RA buffer can be set dynamically so 
that only an appropriate number of packets are sent before DAMA transmissions begin.  




Fig. 3.2. Split RA-DAMA showing negative transport effect of duplicates. 
4. Conclusions 
Split RA-DAMA protocol was therefore designed to utilize the integrated channels without causing 
packet reordering. The protocol was found to be effective for preventing a number of abnormal 
DAMA behaviors that can cause significant web latencies. As with most engineering design problems, 
the proposed protocol introduced a new problem that was also partially addressed based on two 
suggested approaches. The first approach is more realistic as it is based on widely implemented PEPs. 
A satellite PEP obviously allows the RA channel to be exploited because it has full understanding of 
the RA properties, and can even know the load control state. The only requirement is a need to update 
the PEP as the network evolves. A PEP that acts as an application accelerator may pass general traffic 
through the satellite without intercepting it.  
The RA-DAMA methods proposed would help in this mode, and still allow a PEP to accelerate 
specific applications – e.g. HTTP 1.1 pre-fetching or DNS proxy. The acceleration methods may not 
work with IPsec or tunnels, but the idea is not to rely on the PEP for acceleration, but to try and let the 
transport evolve with help from better IP support in the satellite path (e.g. scheduling RA resource at 
critical moments). In this way the proposed architecture may not only be application-neutral (i.e. not 
dependent on the knowledge of the application or its security methods), it could be agnostic to the 
network protocol (IPv6, MPLS), or the transport (i.e. whether TCP, stream control transport protocol 
(SCTP) [9], datagram congestion control protocol (DCCP) [10], UDP [11], or UDP-Lite [12] is used). 
This would enable more rapid evolution of the way traffic is handled in the future Internet. 
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